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1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
This document outlines the methodology to make preliminary recommendations for
the Marine Pollution Harvester (MPH) subsystem of the Floating Robot for Eliminating Debris
(FRED). FRED is an autonomous vessel that cleans up floating plastic and debris in the ocean.
FRED needs a MPH system that can efficiently operate without manual assistance to maximize
the amount of garbage collected while remaining reliable and safe.
Once FRED collects the garbage from the ocean the garbage may undergo
postprocessing, such as being compacted or shredded, and will then be distributed to a
storage bins on board. When these bins are full, FRED will sail to the Mothership to offload
the harvested garbage, and in turn the Mothership will transfer the harvest to a shore based
recycling facility.
This document also contains recommendations for the prototyping of FRED’s MPH
subsystem before FRED is completely designed and prototyped.

1.2 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this document is to outline the process of creating and analyzing
concepts for FRED’s MPH system and the present the recommendations for prototyping.
This document describes the research and creative design process, shows the decision
process as some potential designs are systematically eliminated, and then presents final
design suggestions and prototyping recommendations.
The scope of the MPH system for this project is operationally defined from when the
garbage is picked up from the water to when the garbage is transferred to FRED’s storage. It
also includes how the MPH interfaces with the rest of FRED and how each design impacts
FRED’s general arrangement. Some additional factors are considered, such as how the
garbage must be processed on board FRED or how the MPH system should be protected from
hazards, although these last items are not necessarily within the original scope.

1.3 Methodology for Evaluating Alternative Designs
Clear Blue Sea’s process for evaluating alternative designs has 4 steps:
1) Brainstorm and Research: Brainstorm conceptual solutions, research available
technologies that apply to the design problem (called Commercially-available Off The Shelf
products or COTS), envision design solutions that use COTS or new customized solutions.
2) Comparative Analysis: Define a set of criteria that each design should meet, then
compare the possible designs in a decision matrix based on that set criteria. Using the
decision matrix and logical thought process, eliminate the less favorable designs.
3) Design Development: Develop each of the satisfactory designs in more detail.
Identify engineering issues that arise with the development of each detail design. Make
decisions as to which design(s) are most worthy of continued development, and which ones
should be reserved for later development if necessary.
4) Recommendations: Make recommendations for how the remaining design(s) should
be prototyped and developed. Make note of any miscellaneous factors that must be kept in
mind during the design and prototyping processes.
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1.4 Functional Requirements
The full functional requirements table was extracted from the requirements
document, and can be found in the appendix of this document. Table 1 below is an
abbreviated version, simplified to only contain requirements which relate to the MPH
subsystem. In later sections, this table will be used to map functional requirements to design
factors and design features.
Table 1. Simplified Functional Requirements
FUNCTION

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

OCEAN GARBAGE
DETECTION

Requirements from this section
are not applicable to the MPH
subsystem. They pertain to
detection equipment, and to
detail design not considered in
this report.

OCEAN GARBAGE
COLLECTION

Collect large pieces of ocean
debris
Collect medium-size pieces of
ocean debris
Collect debris down to 5mm
Do not collect over-large debris
for FRED systems
Continuously collect ocean debris
Do not collect, as much as
possible, any large, medium or
small marine life (microscopic
bycatch is acceptable)

2
2.1

OCEAN GARBAGE
STORAGE

Requirements from this section
are not applicable to the MPH
subsystem. They pertain to
storage system design, and to
detail design not considered in
this report.

OCEAN GARBAGE
OFFLOADING

Requirements from this section
are not applicable to the MPH
subsystem. They pertain to
garbage transfer and offloading.

Initial Research
List of Available Products

This project began with a search for available technologies for the MPH system. These
technologies are referred to as COTS, Commercially-available Off The Shelf products. This
includes anything from directly applicable technologies, to technologies that could be
tangentially used to inspire an original design. The technology findings are summarized in
Table 2 below. The best options are described in the paragraphs below, but some are simply
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listed to note that they were considered, but are not worth explaining or discussing. There is
a table in the appendix with a full list of links related to each COTS.
Table 2. List of Available Products

Item #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Available Products (COTS)
Product
Beach Comber (Belt with tines)
Tractor Landscape Rake
Soil Aeration Rake
Trash collector boats
Manual Sand or Weed rakes
Mr. Trash Wheel
Vertical Conveyor belts
Bucket conveyor belts
Horizontal conveyor belts
Belts with rakes on them
Combine Harvester
Wheel Rakes and Mergers
Rotating wall spikes
Compactor/Baler
Shredder
Trash Rake - Hydro/Electric Dam
Sea Bin
Vibrating sand rake/ramp
Sorter belt/shredder
Recycling/sorting system

LEGEND
Applicability
Not Useful
Indirectly Useful
Directly Useful

Application
Guiding trash in
Trash collection
Post process of trash

There are existing technologies that collect floating debris, items 4 and 6. These are
vessels that utilize conveyor belts to collect garbage from the water. This video shows the
Trash Hunter, item 4, collecting garbage from waterways:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_r6yauU7XvU&feature=youtu.be. The Trash Hunter
utilizes mechanical booms with belts or water jets to guide garbage onto the collection
conveyor belt. Similarly, Mr. Trash Wheel uses floating booms and rotating tines to guide
garbage onto its collection belt, as seen in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5l7s6wC50g.
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Item 17, the sea bin, is an existing technology that involves a bin floating just below
the surface of the water, with a pump drawing water from the bottom of the bin through a
filter. Garbage floating on the surface falls into the bin, and then the filter bag is removed
by hand when full.
The vibrating ramp technology, item 18, belongs to a type of beach comber. The ramp
digs under the sand and agitates garbage out from the sand by the way it vibrates, as shown
in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J96qxqIQn0.
Item 19, the sorter belt, is somewhat a combination of a conveyor belt and a size
sorter. This technology uses rows of rotating stars to move garbage along, while allowing
smaller pieces to fall through, thereby sorting the garbage by size, as shown in this video:
http://aeiscreens.com/solutions/eco-star/?gclid=Cj0KEQjwv_fKBRCG8a3aoOQuZ8BEiQAvpHp6HJIirUjqbJ_3zHczHqTdzeKOLVXGOW38DoHD87aZDkaAvbo8P8HAQ.

2.2 Custom Design Ideas
We also created some customized design concepts, listed in 3 below.
Table 3. Customized Design Ideas
Original Design Concepts (Not off the shelf)
Spiral scoop wheel
Paddle wheel with forks instead of buckets
Artificial Beach
Filter or Net
Studded Spool
Guard for shipping containers
Floating or Robotic Boom
Centrifuge
Trommel
LEGEND
Applicability
Not Useful
Indirectly Useful
Directly Useful

Application
Guiding trash in
Trash collection
Post process of trash

The Spiral Wheel is a design concept inspired by Figure 1 below. As the wheel rotates
clockwise, it picks up water and floating debris, which is eventually brought to the center of
the wheel through its rotation. In a modified concept design, the spiral vanes are perforated
so that the water drains out, and primarily garbage would be brought to the center of the
wheel. The removal of debris from the center is discussed further in Section 3.
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Figure 1. Inspiration for the Spiral Wheel design
Bucket Paddle Wheel. The design idea described as “paddle wheel with forks instead
of buckets” is later developed into an idea called the fork wheel. The fork wheel is a wheel
which rotates with tines dipping into the water, and collecting garbage of the appropriate
size for those tines. In a design for FRED, there would have to be three wheels in series, with
the one with the largest tines in front to collect large objects, and the one with the finest
tines in the back to pick up the smallest objects that made it through the first two. In order
for the fork wheels to transfer garbage from their tines, onto the storage compartments of
FRED, there has to be a set of physically fixed receiving tines that mesh with the rotating
tines to remove garbage from them.
Artificial Beach. The concept of an artificial beach is very similar to that of a
conveyor belt. On the beach design, the garbage would wash up, and then have to be
scraped off into storage bins. This design turned into the idea later described as the inverted
conveyor, where a static ramp allows debris to wash up on it, and then a belt with tines
suspended just over it scrapes all the debris into collection bins.
The filter or net concept was eliminated because of inevitable harm to wildlife, high
demand for cleaning and maintenance, and concerns with debris entanglement.
Studded Spool. The purpose of the studded spool is to protect any collection system
from getting tangled in nets. The spool would be out in front of the collection system, and
would wind up any nets it encounters. If the net turns out to be too large, the spool would
detect this with a torque sensor, tag it with a geo-locator, and then unspool it back to the
ocean. If the spool successfully collects the net, it would then raise up over FRED by
mechanical arms, and unspool into a storage bin. The intention of the guard is also to protect
the collection equipment from damage. However, the guard is to protect the equipment
from large objects like shipping containers, not from nets.
Collection Boom. The concept of a boom would be to guide garbage in to the mouth
of the collection system. This would not be part of the collection system itself, but rather a
means to concentrate the garbage at the collection system intake. Booms could either
extend out from the edges of FRED, expanding the intake area, or they could focus in towards
7
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the center of the collection system, starting from the outer hulls of FRED. The latter would
not expand intake, but would rather reduce the required size of the collection system.
The idea for a centrifuge would be to wring water out of the garbage after collection,
while the trommel would be to sort the garbage by size.

2.3 Factors Driving Design
Several design concepts have been created based on varying combinations of available
products, customized products, and entirely custom designs. To narrow these options down,
we performed a comparative analysis with a fixed set of criteria, which are mapped back to a
functional requirement. These criteria are described, grouped into categories, and given
weight based on importance. The sum of the possible points for each category adds up to be
100, so that the final score for each technology can evaluated as a percentage.
The breakdown of comparison criteria are as follows:
Collection Efficacy – 45 points
o Collecting Small Debris – How effective is it at collecting small debris (5mm,
beads and fragments) - 10
o Collecting Medium Debris – How effective is it at collecting medium debris
(bottles, toys) - 10
o Collecting Large Debris – How effective is it at collecting large debris (oil
barrels, large driftwood) - 10
o Transferring Debris to FRED – What percentage of the debris the MPH picks up
will actually make it into FRED’s storage bins? (Some trash could slip between
the MPH and the collection bin or belt) - 10
o Range of Collection Depth – The ideal design can collect garbage from the
surface down to a few meters. We do not want designs that can only collect at
one depth at a time. 5
• Operational Efficacy – 20 points
o Low Power Requirement – The equipment itself should require as little power
as possible to operate. Most of the designs will probably be driven by electric
motor. Eventually we can look into ways to get “free” energy to power the
equipment, but now we are just concerned with reducing power usage. - 3
o Low Induced Drag – Depending on the way the equipment interacts with the
water the different designs will induce different drags on the vessel.
Unfortunately, all designs will induce some drag, but ideally, we can minimize
this to reduce propulsive power requirements. – 3
o Reliable and Durable – The more moving parts and components, the more
points of failure, the less reliable. If COTS can be used, it will be more reliable
because the products have been tested. Durability relates to the life
expectancy of the equipment. – 10
o Low Maintenance – While routine maintenance should be safe and easy, the
occasional serious maintenance will inevitably be needed. This category is not
judging how safe or convenient maintenance is, but rather is stipulating that
serious maintenance should be required very infrequently. - 4
• Safety – 35 points
o Effective at Stowing – The collection equipment should be able to stow safely
out of the water during transit, inclement weather, and perhaps during
•
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docking. This category judges how easily and effectively the equipment can be
stowed. - 10
Avoids Harm to Wildlife – The equipment needs to minimize risk to both small
and large marine life. This means it needs to avoid picking up wildlife, but it
also should not hit or otherwise harm marine life. - 10
Avoids Damage from Hazards – The equipment should not be prone to
entanglement with nets. The equipment should also be able to withstand
impacts from objects too large for it to collect. If necessary, a guard can be
installed to protect from impact, and a studded spool to protect from nets.
However, this section looks at how safe the equipment is without these addons. – 5
Safe to Maintain – Workers should not be putting themselves at serious risk to
do routine maintenance or operations. Routine operations should be easy and
hassle free. – 10

o

o

o

Table 4 below maps each of these factors driving the design to functional
requirements discussed in section 1.4.
Table 4. Functional Requirements mapped to Factors Driving Design
FUNCTION
OCEAN GARBAGE
COLLECTION

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

Factors Driving Design

Collect large pieces of ocean
debris

Collecting Large Debris

Collect medium-size pieces of
ocean debris

Collecting Medium Debris

Collect debris down to 5mm

Collecting Small Debris

Transferring Debris To FRED
Transferring Debris To FRED
Transferring Debris To FRED

Do not collect over-large debris
for FRED systems

Avoids Damage from Hazards

Continuously collect ocean debris

Reliable and Durable
Low Maintenance

Do not collect, as much as
possible, any large, medium or
small marine life (microscopic
bycatch is acceptable)

Avoids Harm to Wildlife

2.4 Design Concepts
The MPH subsystem’s most important component is the collection system itself. This
is the component that transfers garbage from the ocean, to FRED. One optional category of
components for the MPH are intake expanders. These are technologies that increase the
width of the path FRED will sweep in the ocean. These may result in some induced drag, but
will also cause FRED to collect more garbage with less travel through the ocean. There are
also some optional protector features for the MPH subsystem, sometimes referred to as add
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ons. These options are considered for the purpose of preventing damage to the collection
system.
•

•

•

Collection systems
o Single Axis Rotation
▪ Fork Wheel
▪ Grate Wheel
▪ Spiral Wheel
o Conveyor Concepts
▪ Inverted
▪ Regular
▪ Tine
▪ Ridge
▪ Vertical
▪ combine
o Miscellaneous
▪ Sea Bin
▪ Vibrating Ramp
Intake expanders
o Robotic boom
o Wide mouth
o Nothing
Protectors
o Spool
o Guard

The single axis of rotation sub category describes three design concepts that rotate
about a single axis. They are grouped like this because of their geometric similarity, but they
each have distinct strengths and weaknesses that cause them to be considered separately.
The fork wheel is a concept with long tines fixed on a rotating axis. These tines dip
into the water to collect garbage, and then the garbage is removed from the rotating tines by
a set of matching fixed tines that pass through the rotating tines. The garbage then slides by
gravity from the fixed tines onto a collection ramp or conveyor belt. To better understand
this, refer to Figure 2 below, which shows the fixed tines in red and the rotating tines in
silver. One concern with the fork wheel is the need for multiple stages specialized to collect
different size debris, because the tines on a given wheel will only be able to collect garbage
of a certain size. For preliminary comparison purposes, it is assumed that there will be three
wheels in series with each other. The large tines come first to protect the smaller sets from
damage from large objects. The first one will be for large debris, the second for medium,
and the last for small, because the smaller debris can pass through the forks of the larger
ones before it.
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Figure 2a. Fork Wheel sketch

Figure 2b. Close up of Fork Wheel forks meshing
The grate wheel is similar to the fork wheel concept, except that there will only be one
wheel instead of three in series, and that instead of tines, there will be large grated scoops
capable of collecting all sizes of garbage. This idea is most similar to an old fashioned
waterwheel, and can be seen sketched below in Figure 3. One major issue with this design is
how the device would transfer garbage it collects into FRED’s storage bins. The only way that
has been thought of is for it to fling the garbage onto a collection bin or ramp. The bin
cannot be positioned below the wheel because it would either obstruct the rotational path of
the wheel, or be underwater.
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Figure 3. Grate Wheel sketch
The spiral wheel is the most difficult design to visualize, and can be seen in Figure 4
below. This design revolves about a large hollow shaft, with curved perforated arms spiraling
out from this shaft. The device rotates to pick up garbage, but the garbage is then brought to
the center of the hollow shaft because of the shape of the vanes. The water would drain out
through the perforations in the vanes before the garbage reaches the center. The garbage is
then removed from the central shaft by either conveyor belt, passive ramp, rotating
corkscrew, or piston. These options will be discussed later in the report under Section 3. In
the figure, this garbage removal component is represented by a curved trough, which could
be a belt or ramp. The ramp in the middle is fixed in its position, while the vanes and shaft
rotate about it in the clockwise direction.
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Figure 4. Spiral Wheel rough model
The conveyor options are all considered to be variations on one design but are
compared separately in the decision matrix. There is one conveyor option that is distinct
from the others, which is the inverted conveyor. The inverted conveyor is essentially a belt
with tines or ridges which rotates such that it scrapes debris up a smooth ramp, rather than
carrying the debris on itself. See Figure 5 below to visualize this.

Figure 5. Inverted Conveyor sketch
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The rest of the conveyor options are nearly identical in their arrangement. The
conveyors simply rotate such that the part below the water line draws garbage up onto its
slope, and then brings it to be dumped in a collection bin. The regular belt is a base case,
and is simply a plain, flat conveyor belt. The material of this belt is not specified at the
decision matrix stage, because that is an official prototyping decision that must be made
based on what vendors offer.
The tine belt is simply the regular belt, but with various sized tines on it, arranged to
capture all sizes of debris. The ridge belt is similar to the tine belt, except flat walls or
ridges are attached to the belt to prevent debris from sliding down. The vertical conveyor is
an exaggeration of the ridge conveyor, where the ridges are more bucket shaped, and the
belt is at a steeper angle. All of these belt options can be seen side by side in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Regular, Tine, Ridge, and Vertical Conveyor belt sketches
The combine conveyor is any of the previous conveyor designs, but with a rotating
collection of tines pushing debris towards the mouth of the conveyor, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Combine Conveyor sketch
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The miscellaneous category contains two designs that were unique enough to not be in a
particular group of collection technologies. The sea bin is an idea directly inspired by an
existing ocean debris harvesting device known as the Sea Bin. The Sea Bin is a floating
garbage can with a filter bag in it, and a pipe in the bottom. A pump on the dock pulls water
through this pipe and drains the bin, so that water on the surface flows over the edge and in,
bringing debris with it. The garbage gets collected by the filter, and the water goes through
the pump and back into the harbor. To see this concept, refer to Figure 8. Clear Blue Sea’s
variation on this design idea involves a long metal trough, and a steel filter grate. The idea
of the design remains the same as the original, except with a much large pump. Also, when
the bin is full, the bin would lift out of the water and dump into a storage bin by a
mechanical arm. The filter would not have to be replaced with each use.

Figure 8. Actual Sea Bin in operation
Source: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-12-20/seabin-designed-by-australian-surfers-tostart-cleaning-up-ocean/7044174
The vibrating ramp idea comes from a type of existing beach cleaner, seen in Figure 9.
This would be a very shallowly shaped ramp with detailed geometry designed specifically to
move all sizes of garbage up it when it vibrates at a certain frequency. This could be
achieved by having fine agitators for small objects placed underneath and between the larger
agitators for larger objects. As it vibrates, the garbage would move slowly up its slope and
into a collection bin.
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Figure 9. Vibrating ramp on a beach comber
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J96qxqIQn0
The next major category is the intake expanders. These are technologies that increase
the swath FRED can clear in one pass by widening FRED’s collection mouth. A robotic boom
would be a metallic boom that can retract and be operated or stowed. The boom could
either extend out from the demi-hulls to increase the swath, or be pointed inwards from the
demi-hulls to reduce the required size of the collection system, as in Figure 10. The wide
mouth describes the generic idea of extending the mouth of the collection system itself the
be wider than the beam of FRED itself, as in Figure 11. The option “nothing” is simply a
placeholder for the option to not have any type of intake expanders on FRED.
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Figure 10. Boom intake expander

Figure 11. Wide Mouth intake expander
The last major category, protectors, covers two items with the primary purpose of
protecting the collection system. The spool is a long studded spool which would rotate in
front of the collection system just below the water to wrap up any nets that could otherwise
tangle the collection system. This spool could be modified to also become an effective
collection tool. If the spool successfully captures a net, it could be brought up above FRED by
mechanical arms, and then unspool the net it gathered into a special storage bin in the
middle of the vessel, as shown in Figure 12. If the net proves to be too big for the spools
motors to handle, a torque meter could sense this, and then unspool and tag the net for
special collection by a different vessel. The idea of a guard is simply a large metal grate in
front of FRED to prevent collision with any objects too large for it to collect.

Figure 12. Studded Spool in operation

2.5 Decision Matrix
This preliminary decision matrix is a decision-making tool to eliminate impractical
designs early on. Each MPH concept was then given a score for each category based on
engineering intuition and team discussion. Please note that no engineering analyses have
been performed to confirm the validity of any of these ratings. Following Table 5 is
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discussion for each design and why it was eliminated from consideration, or moved on to the
next design phase.
Table 5. Collection Systems Decision Matrix
Collection Systems
Single Point of Rotation
Conveyor Options
Miscellaneous
Fork
Grate
Spiral
Vibrating
Points
Wheel
Wheel
Wheel Inverted Regular
Tine
Ridge
Vertical Comibine Sea Bin
Ramp
10
Collecting Small Debris
8
4
1
8
7
8
8
7
8
10
5
10
Collecting Medium Debris
10
7
10
10
8
10
10
9
10
10
5
10
Collecting Large Debris
9
10
10
0
2
8
10
8
8
0
1
10 Transferring Debris to FRED
7
1
9
10
10
8
10
10
10
9
8
Collection
5
Range of Collection Depth
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
1
2
Efficacy
45
39
27
35
32
32
39
43
39
41
30
21
86.66667
60
77.77778 71.11111 71.11111 86.66667 95.55556 86.66667 91.11111 66.66667 46.66667
3
Low Power Requirement
0
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
1
0
3
3
Low Induced Drag
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
0
3
10
Reliable and Durable
2
6
4
6
10
8
10
10
8
6
10
Operational 4
Low Maintenance
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
Efficacy
20
6
14
10
14
19
16
19
17
14
8
19
30
70
50
70
95
80
95
85
70
40
95
10
Effective at Stowing
1
3
3
5
10
9
10
6
5
2
10
10
Avoids Harm to Wildlife
2
3
3
3
10
6
8
9
5
5
10
5 Avoids Damage from Hazards
1
4
5
1
5
1
5
5
1
4
5
10
Safe to Maintain
6
10
8
5
10
8
10
8
8
8
9
Safety
35
10
20
19
14
35
24
33
28
19
19
34
28.57143 57.14286 54.28571
40
100
68.57143 94.28571
80
54.28571 54.28571 97.14286
Total %
Score

100

55

61

64

60

86

79

95

84

74

57

74

We determined that the Fork Wheel is effective at collection, but we have concerns
with damage to the tines, which relates to maintenance and safety. Although it scored low
overall, it was moved on to the next stage of design development because it has so much
potential as an effective design, and perhaps the maintenance concerns can be mitigated. It
is also worth noting that the engineering team had a lot of variance when scoring this design.
There are not many concerns with the Grate Wheel when it comes to safety and
operational efficiency, however, there are serious concerns with the practicality of the
collection itself. While the design could be optimized to pick up most debris, there has not
been any design variation that makes the exchange from the wheel to the collection bin
practical. The wheel would essentially have to fling debris into a collection bin when an arm
is at the peak of its rotation. The bin cannot be placed below the wheel, because it will
either interfere with the rotational path of the arms or be under the water. This design was
eliminated at this point.
We consider the Spiral Wheel to be especially effective at catching debris. There is
some concern with the perforations in the vanes getting clogged, preventing the device from
draining water and allowing efficient collection. Its ultimate effectiveness is dependent on
how small the perforations in the vanes can get while still allowing water to effectively drain
out. There are also some concerns with the practical execution of the design, because it
would have to be very large and complex to machine. The Spiral Wheel would be safe for
anything that can swim away from it, but it would be difficult to rescue marine life that
makes it to the inside of the wheel. Despite these concerns, the Spiral Wheel moves on to
the next design stage for further development because of its potential as an effective
solution.
The main concerns with the inverted conveyor design are the limitations on what it
can collect. If the tines are made small enough, it can scrape small debris up the ramp, but
these tines would get crushed by larger objects. If the tines were made large, it could collect
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the largest objects, but would miss all of the smaller ones. There is also concern with how it
could only collect debris at a specific depth where the space between the belt and the ramp
are. Because of these limitations, this design was eliminated from consideration regardless of
what other merits it may have.
All of the other belt options are considered to be variations on the same design. While
it is yet to be determined which variation is most effective, the general use of conveyor belts
is going to be considered, because marine trash collection designs that use conveyor belts
already exist.
There are several concerns with the Sea Bin design. First, because it floats just below
the surface, it is limited in collection depth. Second is the astronomical power needs that
would be involved in pumping water through the bin at such a high flow rate. Also, the filters
might require a disproportionate amount of routine cleaning. Because of these issues, the
Sea Bin was eliminated from consideration.
The Vibrating Ramp might be the safest and simplest design, because it does not
require any rotating parts. Any concerns with entanglement, harm to wildlife, and durability,
are greatly reduced because of this. However, it is hard to imagine this design being at all
effective at actually collecting garbage. It could be optimized for a certain size garbage by
tuning the vibration frequency, but as a wholistic solution, it was also eliminated from
consideration.
Table 6 below is a decision matrix for supplementary components to the main
collection system. It is broken into two categories: intake expanders and add-ons. Intake
expanders are the components that could help funnel trash into the collection mouth.
Protectors are of a specific purpose to protect the system from dangerous debris. At this
stage of decision, none of these items are being completely eliminated or endorsed, but they
are discussed for later design consideration.
Table 6. Intake Expanders and Protectors Decision Matrix
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Among the intake expanders, the option for a robotic boom seems most practical. It
would be immune to entanglement, easily stowed, and would increase the swath of ocean
that FRED covers with each pass. The wide mouth option is similar in function to a robotic
boom, but it would require more power and be harder to stow. On the other hand, it might
be more effective at collecting because it would pick up garbage immediately, rather than
funneling it in to a single collection point. The option to not have an intake expander is also
in the matrix simply to compare it to the other two options. Obviously, if there is no intake
expander, the vessel will be simpler and have less drag, but will also collect less trash.
The two protectors are to guard systems from hazards. These might be best applied
on designs that scored low on “avoids damage from hazards” category. The intention of the
spool is to collect nets before they get tangled in the collection equipment. This could be
installed not only as a protective function, but also to collect nets, and then unspool them
into safe storage. The guard is to protect equipment from large objects like shipping
containers. Ideally, FRED could detect and avoid these obstructions, but if that is not
possible, a guard could be installed. The guard would simply be a rigid, submerged grate that
is spaced so that the largest collectable item could go through it, but it would block
everything else. Figure 13 below shows a trash rake for a dam, which is very similar to the
concept for a guard against large objects.
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Figure 13. Trash rake on a dam
Source:
http://ucanr.edu/sites/WAEMAP/Impacts_to_Water,_Power,_and_Irrigation_Infrastructure/Tr
ash_Racks,_Grates,_Screens/

3

Detail Design

At the detail design stage, each of the chosen designs will be developed with hand
sketches. This is to see how a MPH would work with FRED as a whole. This helps identify
major design issues that could help us determine which design(s) are most practical.
Each detailed design is also broken into an itemized list of components. These
components are classified as follows:
• COTS – Commercially available Off The Shelf product. If a vendor custom designs
something for us, that is still considered COTS.
• CC – Custom COTS, take the original product and modify it on our end of
design/production.
• Cust. – Fully original design and construction. This includes items that are inspired by
a COTS, but have to be designed by the Clear Blue Sea engineers, not provided by a
vendor.
Each of the systems are defined as beginning with collecting from the water, and
ending with the collection ramps and bins. Design includes how the configuration of ramps
and bins impacts the general arrangement. Also included in the system is the motors and
driving system, and how the system is mounted to the vessel, and the stowing capability.
Another assumption made with all designs is they would be positioned low enough that
a solar panel covered deck could be placed over the MPH. This increases deck area, thereby
increasing solar panel productivity, and protecting the collection equipment from sun.

3.1 Conveyor Belts
After thorough analysis, the Clear Blue Sea team believes the first MPH prototype
should implement a conveyor belt design. The benefits became clear after two possible
arrangements were developed. Below is the itemized list of components for a conveyor belt
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system. Most of the products required could be purchased directly from a vendor, which is
beneficial because Clear Blue Sea would not have to design and test their own components,
eliminating risk and saving time. Because vendors will be providing most products, some have
been contacted. A list of vendors and their responses can be found in the appendix, along
with the standard letter used to contact them.
• Belt
COTS
• Belt shafts
COTS
• Belt protectors
COTS
• Motor
COTS
• Receiving ramps/belts/bins Cust
• Stowing Hydraulics
CC
Conveyor Belt Arrangement 1 has a number of belts running in parallel, off of one
motor and shaft, or possibly off of multiple motors and shafts for redundancy. These belts
are arranged as shown in Figure 14, and can be seen in profile in Figure 15. Note that the
angle of attack of the belts can be optimized during a prototype testing phase depending on
belt type. The belts can be stowed by rotating out of the water about a point of rotation
near the top. The dotted line shows the stowed position of the belts in the profile view.

Figure 14. Conveyor Belt Arrangement 1 plan view

Figure 15. Conveyor Belt Arrangement 1 profile view
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Arrangement 2 utilizes only one conveyor belt, with two inward facing booms guiding
trash in, as shown in Figure 16. This reduces power requirements and number of moving
parts, but also reduces redundancy. The booms can be stowed by either folding into the hull,
or shifting up out of the water. The belt is stowed the same way as in Arrangement 1.
Because of the increased simplicity, this arrangement seems preferable, but only if the
reduction in the number of belts does not reduce effectiveness. The angle of the booms
would have to be optimized through testing. The two arrangements should be compared to
determine which is more effective at garbage collection and performs best with other
important functional requirements. Figure 17 below shows a 3D rendered model of FRED,
operating with arrangement 2.

Figure 16. Conveyor Belt Arrangement 2 plan view

Figure 17. FRED operating with Conveyor Belt Arrangement 2
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Aside from these two arrangements, there are also different belt types that may have
varying impact on debris collection. We have conceptualized four types of belts: a regular
belt, a tine belt, a ridged belt, and a vertical belt, which have all been described earlier.
The regular belt can be eliminated because, compared to the other belt types, some debris
would roll off the belt and not be collecting, reducing its effectiveness. A tine belt can be
eliminated because of the fragility of the tines, which could be entangled by nets, or
damaged by large objects. A heavy barrel could crush the smaller tines, while the large tines
would miss smaller objects. The ridge conveyor has none of these issues, so it remains a
viable option. The vertical conveyor is like a ridge conveyor with a steeper slope and also
warrants further consideration.
The combine add-on option would be in addition to any arrangement. There are two
combine designs to consider: a counter rotating fork wheel to push debris in or a counter
rotating ridge conveyor belt, which might be less prone to entanglement. The rotating center
of the combine must be 3 m above the water to allow large objects to pass under it, and it
also must have its tines or ridges spaced 3 m apart to allow large objects through. These
tines or ridges must reach the water and ideally reach somewhat below the surface. At the
prototyping stage, the exact design of the combine is not of great importance, but a
representative model should be simulated to measure increased collection efficiency.
There is one other design feature to consider for prototyping a conveyer belt
collection system: installing a cam shaft on the underside of the belt, likely near the top
where it transfers the garbage to a bin. This shaft can rotate in such a position that it shakes
the underside of the belt, forcing any clingy materials to fall off into the collection bin, and
reducing clogs in the perforated material. This arrangement can be seen in Figure 18. It is
advisable to test this cam shaft idea with the different belt options to see how effective it is.

Figure 18. Cam Shaft for conveyor belt design
For the two belt options still being analyzed, ridge and vertical, we performed
outreach to the conveyer belt manufacturing community to get further expertise and narrow
down COTS products. Attached in the appendix is a list of vendors that were contacted, with
links to their websites. The vendors that responded are MIPR, GKD, Sparks Belting, and
Apache Belting. These four company’s responses are explained in the appendix.
Ultimately, both of the conveyor belt arrangements will have to be prototyped, along
with two of the belt options, and the combine and cam shaft protectors. A full description of
the prototyping recommendations is included in section 4.1. One thing to keep in mind is
that FRED’s arrangement and architecture might end up constrained by what size belts
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vendors can offer. This is unlikely to seriously constrain anything in particular, but the
possibility should be noted. Detail design of FRED cannot be done until a particular belt
design is officially selected. On the whole, however, conveyor belts are the least limiting to
FRED’s architecture, among the three final options. Conveyor belts can conform the FRED’s
geometry, while the Fork Wheel and Spiral Wheel would very much drive FRED’s architecture
design decisions.

3.2 Spiral Wheel
As of right now, the spiral wheel is not the design idea that will be prototyped, but in
the event that the conveyor belt options become unviable, the spiral wheel is the second
recommended collection system. Overall, the spiral wheel has great potential as a functional
garbage collection solution, but is not as attractive as the conveyor belt because of the
complexity of the design and the fact that it would need to be almost entirely custom
designed and built. Below is the itemized list of components, most of which are custom.
• 4 Scoop Vanes per wheel
Cust
• Structural rings
Cust
• “Hollow” Bearings
COTS
• Motor
COTS
• In-Shaft collection ramps
Cust
• Receiving ramps/belts/bins Cust
• Stowing Hydraulics
CC
There are three possible arrangements for the spiral wheel, but after this discussion
only one remains as the singular viable option. The first arrangement involves many short
segments of wheel, the second involves two long sections of wheel, and the third requires
only one short segment of wheel by utilizing booms.
There are four ways in which the garbage can be removed from the central shaft of
the spiral wheel: passive ramp, conveyor belt, piston, and corkscrew. The passive ramp is
applied specifically in Arrangement 1, while the other three could be used in either of the
other two. More design would have to be done to determine which garbage removal option is
best, but the arrangements can be discussed.
Arrangement 1 is centered around the idea of using a passive ramp to remove garbage
from the center of the wheel. The ramp was assumed to need a 30 degree slope to allow
garbage to slide down it, and the inner diameter of the wheel was determined to be about
4.25 m to allow for 3 m long objects to be collected through its vanes, as depicted in Figure
19. Based on this, and the assumption that the ramp would have over 3 m of clearance from
above at its apex, the maximum length of a spiral wheel segment in this design was
determined to be 4 m, as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 1 inner diameter calculation

Figure 20. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 1 segment length calculation
Based on these dimensions, Arrangement 1 was set up so that a number of these
wheels would be placed side by side, with the garbage sliding off their ramps onto conveyor
belts placed between each wheel, as seen in Figure 21. The spaces between the wheels could
be filled with triangular wedges that would prevent the trash from flowing through the gaps
between the wheels. It should be noted that in this sketch a scaling mistake was made, and
there would actually be less individual spiral wheel segments than depicted. In this image,
the main shaft is represented by the middle box of each segment, while the two boxes on
either side represent the spiral vanes that come off the shaft to pick up the garbage. As
shown, each of the belts between the wheels could either go to a centralized
compactor/shredder, or distribute garbage directly to the bins.
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Figure 21. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 1 plan view
Because each of these wheel segments would need to be supported independently, a
structural member would have to be positioned above it which could have hangers reach
down to support each wheel at its ring bearings, as shown in Figure 22. For stowing, this
beam would have to be on a track and hydraulically get translated up. The reason this design
was ruled out as impractical is because each wheel would require its own driving motor, and
those motors would have to be mounted overhead to the support beam, and the power from
the motors would either have to be shafted, belted, or geared down to the spiral wheels.
This would be a lot of unnecessary cost and complexity. One potential solution to the need
for motors is to drive the spiral wheels by the flow of water past it, much like a water wheel
on a river. This would require turning the spiral wheel backwards, but might not actually
reduce its effectiveness, although that would have to be studies. While this would eliminate
the need for motors if it actually works, it would still consume the same amount of power
because the propulsion system would just have to make up for the increased drag induced by
the water wheel.
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Figure 22. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 1 body view
Arrangement 2 seeks to eliminate the need for extra motors by having two long
segments of wheel, and using something other than passive ramps to remove garbage from
the center. Before describing this arrangement, it would be helpful to discuss the other three
options for removing garbage from the center. A conveyor belt in the center would require
extra power, but would safely catch all of the garbage and move it to where it needs to be.
This idea seems fairly reliable in concept, except it must be considered that it can only be
mounted at the two ends of the wheel. It cannot be supported in the middle because the
wheel is rotating around it so it cannot be fixed to anything. As long as this can be worked
around, it is the most straightforward option.
The piston idea involves having a smooth trough mounted in the middle of the wheel,
and having a large piston periodically push all the garbage out. How often this happens would
be a function of how quickly the space fills up. When this is in action, the wheel would have
to be stopped so no garbage gets caught on the wrong side of the piston. This could be very
effective, but the need to stop operation is undesirable.
The corkscrew idea has two variants. One variant involves a simple spiral fixed to the
wheel at each end. The spiral rotates with the wheel, but is resting on a trough that catches
the garbage, and is not rotating. As the spiral rotates, it pushes garbage down the length of
the hollow shaft at the center of the wheel. This ought to work as long as the issue of
mounting the trough and wheel can be worked around. There is concern that this design
might miss smaller particles if the clearance between the trough and the spiral are too large.
The second variant eliminates the fixed trough. Instead, the entire length of the corkscrew is
fixed to the inside of the wheel, and the corkscrew itself becomes the trough which
transports the garbage, as can be visualized in Figure 23. With this second arrangement,
there is concern missing some garbage, but on the other hand it has less complexity because
it eliminates the need to have a fixed component inside the hollow shaft. This is the only
design option which achieves this. Two allow garbage to slip into the trough below, the spiral
would have to have a more V-shaped trough. With this shape, the V would be upside down
when in the top position, allowing garbage to slide past it into the trough, which would be the
same V, but oriented upright so it would better contain the garbage.
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Figure 23. Corkscrew inside the spiral wheel’s hollow shaft
Arrangement 2 could utilize any of these above mentioned designs for transferring
garbage out of the center of the hollow shaft. The reason it needs one of these designs, and
not the initial idea of using a passive ramp, is because arrangement 2 uses two long sections
of spiral wheel, instead of numerous short segments that each would require its own motor.
This solves the motor mounting issue from arrangement 1. As can be seen in Figure 24, the
two long segments of wheel are mounted at one end to the hulls, and meet at the centerline
to dump their collected garbage onto a single collection belt. A motor in each hull drives
each respective wheel. As can be seen in Figure 25, the inward facing ends of each wheel
still need to be supported by hangers from a structural beam above. This beam will also have
to be hydraulically shifted upwards to stow the wheels. The main concern with this design is
the structural integrity of the spiral wheels themselves. Each wheel would have to be very
heavily constructed to hold their own weight over such an extended length. They might need
to be built so heavy that their very effectiveness might have to be reduced. They would, at
the very least, be very heavy. Because of these concerns, this particular variation of the
spiral wheel is not considered viable.
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Figure 24. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 2 plan view

Figure 25. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 2 body view
Arrangement 3 is considered to be the only variation on the spiral wheel design that is
feasible. If the spiral wheel is considered in the future, this is the arrangement that will be
built off of. Arrangement 3 could use any of the four options for transferring garbage out of
the center of the spiral. This design would require one short segment of spiral wheel, with
two booms guiding garbage in to the mouth of the spiral, as can be seen in Figure 26. The
single wheel would have a motor on one side, and a collection belt on the other. This design
eliminates the motor problem with arrangement 1, and the structural issues with
arrangement 2.

Figure 26. Spiral Wheel Arrangement 3 plan view
Ideally, it should be possible to design FRED’s architecture however is optimal, and
then design the MPH to fit that architecture. Unfortunately, the spiral wheel imposes some
limitations on the design of FRED’s architecture. FRED needs to be large enough to handle a
spiral wheel of the minimum size. The minimum inner diameter of the spiral wheel was
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determined to be roughly 4.25 m if it is to be able to capture debris 3 m long. Exact design
of the spiral vanes has not been done, but a rough assumption was made that the spiral vanes
themselves would have as much reach as the length of the inner diameter, thereby making
the overall diameter triple that of the inner diameter. This makes the total diameter of the
spiral wheel roughly 13 m across. FRED would have to have a draught of at least 4.5 m, and
an air draught of at least 9 m. The rest of FRED’s dimensions would have to be proportional
to this, and structural integrity and stability would have to be ensured. Ultimately, the spiral
wheel option is only a fallback possibility if design using conveyor belts does not work.

3.3 Fork Wheel
The fork wheel detailed design exposed a number of issues that make it an unviable
option. Below is its itemized list of components. This component list is mixed in terms of the
number of parts that must be custom made versus COTS, however the most significant
component, the tines, are custom made.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collecting Tines (3 sizes)
3 Shafts
3 Motors
6 Bearings
Receiving Tines (3 sizes)
Receiving ramps/belts/bins
Stowing Hydraulics

Cust
COTS
COTS
COTS
Cust
Cust
CC

If any tine gets bent or out of place, the entire system would be ruined and need
replacement, contributing to low reliability. A bent rotating tine, for example, would bind up
an jam on the fixed receiving tine, likely causing damage to other tines.
As mentioned earlier, the fork wheel requires an assumed three wheels placed in
series to allow for the collection of different sized debris, with the largest collecting forks in
front, and the finest collection tines in the rear. It was assumed that the studded spool
protector option is always included with the fork wheel because the fork wheel is so
vulnerable to entanglement with nets. Two arrangements have been developed such that
these three fork wheels can fit between FRED’s hulls. One issue that with both arrangements
is that if compaction or shredding is determined to be a good storage solution, FRED would
not have a single centralized compactor/shredder, but rather a number of them spread
around the vessel.
Arrangement 1 can be seen below in Figure 27, where the three wheels are placed
close together towards the bow, and there are either belts or passive ramps just behind the
receiving tines to bring garbage to bins located in the demi-hulls. By its nature, this design,
as well as the other design, automatically sorts the garbage by size, which could be a helpful
feature. Some concerns, however, are limitations on storage space, and complications with
stowing.
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Figure 27. Fork Wheel Arrangement 1
The issue with storage space is worse with passive ramps than conveyor belts to move
the garbage to storage, even though belts would add more moving parts to the design. As
seen in Figure 28, a passive gravity feed ramp would mean that the bins have to be lower
than the collection system. This means that the bins would have to essentially be below the
waterline, which not only limits storage space, but also results in the risk of flooding with an
opening in the hull that close to the waterline. Another issue with this arrangement is that
the rotating tines would have to mesh with receiving tines that are sloped, which complicates
design. As seen in Figure 29, the use of belts would allow the bins to span the entire height
of the hull, adding storage space and reducing the risk of flooding.

Figure 28. Fork Wheel arrangement using passive ramps
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Figure 29. Fork Wheel arrangement using conveyor belts
The issue with stowing is that there would have to be a separate hydraulic stowing
equipment for each wheel, which is additional cost and weight. An even bigger concern is
slamming issues with the collection ramps/belts. Unless these components are also stowed,
they could experience serious structural damage from slamming in rough seas. This can be
seen in Figure 30 below, where the collection ramps are positioned just above the waterline.
They are displayed in their operating positions on top, and in the bottom sketch they are in
the stowed condition, except for the collection ramps.

Figure 30. Fork Wheel stowing systems (in action above, stowed below)
Arrangement 2 is very similar to arrangement 1. The major difference is that the
wheels are distributed evenly down the length of FRED, and the collection bins are placed
between the respective collection wheels, as seen in Figure 31. This is a more efficient use
of the space between FRED’s hulls. This design requires vertical conveyor belts to bring the
garbage up to the bins, as can be seen in Figure 32. The reason this design is possibly worse
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than the first arrangement is because the slamming issues discussed earlier with the
collection ramps is worse. With this arrangement, there is a concern with the storage bins
also having slamming issues, and it would be impractical to have a stowing system on these.
Most other design benefits and problems remain the same between arrangement 1 and
arrangement 2.

Figure 31. Fork Wheel Arrangement 2 plan view

Figure 32. Fork Wheel Arrangement 2 profile view
This design was eliminated from consideration because there are too many potential
issues. If there is need, it could potentially be re-visited, but all of the design issues would
have to somehow be addressed. Because this design has been eliminated, a functional
requirements mapping table has not been made.

4

Conclusions

4.1 Prototyping Recommendations
The purpose of prototyping is to compare the remaining design possibilities in order to
determine which one should be used, and to identify any potential engineering issues. These
design possibilities can be compared based on their collection efficacy, operational efficacy,
and safety, just as they were compared in the initial stages. It is not practical to compare all
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categories used in the initial comparison, because some of the categories would be difficult
to test with prototyping. Here is a recommended list of what can be compared during
prototyping.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collecting Small Debris
Collecting Medium Debris
Collecting Large Debris
Transferring Debris to FRED
Range of Collection Depth
Low Power Requirement
Low Maintenance – Can look at how clogged a belt’s perforations get
Avoids Damage from Hazards – Can simulate certain hazards

The above list includes mostly collection efficacy information, while much of the other
information, in the list below, would not be as practical to gather from prototyping. These
items could be optimized for their design rather than compared for each design.
•
•
•
•
•

Low Induced Drag – Could only be tested if part of whole FRED prototype
Reliable and Durable – Would require long term testing
Effective at Stowing – Could only be tested in part of whole FRED prototype
Avoids Harm to Wildlife – Would have to know exact nature of the wildlife, requires
more research
Safe to Maintain – This needs to be compared from a logic based standpoint, not from
testing

It is worth noting that the prototype for the MPH could be tested independently of the
FRED prototype. It could be tested in a swimming pool independent of the vessel. This would
be more cost effective, and would also be easier to scale for different conveyor belts and
theoretical FRED sizes.
The potential designs need to be compared systematically on the criteria listed. Table
7 below is a testing matrix which sorts the items that must be tested into a logical structure.
Each box within the matrix must receive its own test, or, if this is over-zealous, certain boxes
can be checked off with logical justification for its elimination. In this example two of the
arrangement 1 tests were deemed Not Applicable (N/A), because it only needs to be
compared to arrangement 2 once, and the rest of the information can be extrapolated.
Arrangement 1 is the arrangement with multiple belts running in parallel, while Arrangement
2 is the arrangement with booms guiding trash in to one belt.
Table 7. Testing Matrix example
Arrangement 1

Arrangement 2

Ridge Conveyor

20 to 45 degrees incline

20 to 45 degrees incline

Ridge Conveyor + Combine

N/A

20 to 45 degrees incline

Vertical Conveyor

N/A

45 to 90 degrees incline

A separate test can be done to test the cam shaft idea: one ridge conveyor with a cam
shaft compared to an identical ridge conveyor without a cam shaft. The two can be
compared specifically on effectiveness of transferring debris to FRED, and could also be
compared on how clogged the perforations get.
As another separate test, the protector options of the spool and guard should be
looked at. The spool should be tested on how effective it is at catching and winding up nets.
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It should also be tested on how possible it is to unspool the net without manual assistance.
This is not a comparative test, but more of a design development test. The guard can be
tested with different bar strengths against impact, and different mesh sizes against different
sized garbage.
In the example matrix above there is a single conveyor for each for each design
distinction, but how the table looks actually depends on what vendors offer. If, among all of
the vendors contacted, two ridge conveyor possibilities are available, and no vertical
conveyors are available, then the matrix would reflect that, as seen in Table 8 below. This
matrix is to test specific vendor products, not to test general design ideas. Once a product
shows itself to be superior to the others, it can be selected, and the detail design of the MPH
and of FRED can be built around that.
Table 8. Testing Matrix with vendors example
Arrangement 1

Arrangement 2

Ridge Conveyor (Vendor A)

20 to 45 degrees incline

20 to 45 degrees incline

Ridge Conveyor (Vendor A) +
Combine

N/A

20 to 45 degrees incline

Ridge Conveyor (Vendor B)

N/A

20 to 45 degrees incline

4.2 Recommendations for Future Work
There are several related systems that should be developed more; some for
prototyping, and for the development of the MPH. Some ways the system can be developed
are green ways to power the equipment, a passive distribution system for the garbage, and
design of the storage bins.
The MPH equipment could be run off a waterwheel as is done on Mr. Trash Wheel in
the Baltimore Harbor, however, this would only add drag to the vessel. One idea is to have a
submerged foil that can absorb heave motions of FRED and convert it into mechanical energy.
A passive distribution system for the garbage is implied in most of the arrangements
from section 3. With this idea, the garbage would be transported to a high point in the
vessel, where a compactor or shredder would be located if necessary, and from that point all
of the garbage would slide down ramps by gravity to reach the storage bins. The ramps would
have to be set up so that it sends garbage evenly to all of the bins. It also needs to be able to
block off one of the ramps if a bin is detected to be full. The ramps could utilize rollers if
the garbage is compacted, or chutes if the garbage is shredded. This should all be designed
bearing in mind that if all else fails, the distribution system could be “active” by using
conveyor belts.
The storage bins on FRED also need to be developed. It would be best if the bins were
all of the same dimensions, but their design depends on how it is decided to transfer garbage
from FRED to the mothership. The garbage needs to be ventilated, and drained of water.
One potential solution for this is to have a series of grates, starting very coarse at the top,
and coming down to a fine mesh at the bottom, that separate the garbage by size, and allow
for aeration and drainage, without the drainage perforations in the bin getting clogged.
To make and test a prototype, the prototype must be developed and the plan made
clearer.
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Once prototyping is complete, a detail design providing the size, weight, power
requirements, and collection capabilities must be made. The information from this detail
design will be needed for the design of all of the rest of FRED. Once this level of detail is
achieved, an analysis on fabrication risk can be made based on make/buy decisions. Another
analysis that must be done is on operational risk based on reliability and maintainability.

4.3 Design Implications for Operations
The way the debris is processed and handled will impact the design of the MPH, or will
at least affect the general arrangement and layout of FRED. Post processing, in this context,
is the compacting or shredding the debris after it gets collected, but before it enters FRED’s
storage bins. There are two reasons this would be useful. One reason is if shore based
recycling facilities would have an easier time processing the debris, and the other reason is if
the act of compacting or shredding would make storage, transfer, or transportation of the
debris easier, safer, or more efficient. There are two questions we must ask when
considering the possibility of post processing: Should we, and could we? The reasons we may
or may not post process the garbage is discussed below. The question of its actual feasibility
is not within the scope of this document, and is discussed in section 4.3, recommendations for
future work.
Some information was gathered on how a typical recycling plant works. Single stream
recycling is the term for what most people know as zero sort recycling. In this system,
recycling arrives at the plant completely not sorted, which is how garbage from Clear Blue
Sea’s operation will most likely arrive to shore, unless a sorting plant is installed on the
mothership. The typical single stream plant either shreds its garbage, or sends it through the
sorting process as is, depending on the sorting process. If the plant does not shred its
garbage, it will likely have workers at conveyor belts between sorting steps picking out
certain materials. If the garbage was shredded beforehand, it would make it harder for these
workers. This means that the benefit of shredding depends on what type of plant the
recycling is being sent to, but even if it isn’t shredded the plant can do it itself, so it doesn’t
matter very much. At the end of the sorting process, the different materials are compacted
into bales based on material type so they can be shipped to appropriate facilities to be
repurposed. A recycling plant would not benefit from receiving mixed garbage in compacted
bales, but it could probably handle such a product if it had to by breaking the bales apart, or
shredding them. Ultimately, it seems that the recycling industry most likely will not have a
preference as to how it receives its garbage. As long as Clear Blue Sea selects a recycling
plant that is willing to and capable of accommodating our design needs, how we post process
the garbage does not matter.
Because of this, it is only logical to post process debris on board FRED if it would make
storage, transfer, or transportation of debris easier, safer, or more efficient. This will require
considerably more research and development of FRED’s design. This research would be more
related to the DROP program than FRED itself. Will a new recycling facility be built, or will
we use an existing one? Will the garbage be containerized for ground transport, or will it be
treated as bulk cargo such as ore from a bulk carrier? Once it is determined which type of
post processing, if any, is most beneficial, available compactors or shredders need to be
researched to see how feasible it is. Other products such as trommels, centrifuges, or sifting
belts can also be considered. A centrifuge might be useful for extracting water from the
debris. It is also worth noting that FRED will probably collect a higher proportion of non
recyclable material than most recycling plants are accustomed to receiving from land based
recycling programs.
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Another consideration that must be made is how any radioactive debris will be handled
on board FRED, because we cannot afford such debris to end up in our recycling programs.
The only idea currently in circulation is to have some sort of radiation scanner or detector
positioned over the main collection belt. If the scanner detects radioactivity, that debris is
re-directed to a quarantine bin. How such debris is re-directed still needs development. How
such debris is handled after storage also needs development, but will most likely be driven by
typical procedures available for handling radioactive material.
One other design requirement that must be kept in mind is that FRED should minimize
harm to wildlife. While most large animals should be able to avoid FRED, some smaller
floating jellyfish and other passive animals will inevitably be collected by FRED. Similar to
how radioactive debris could be handled, there could be a optical scanner that recognizes
shapes and colors of typical marine organisms that might be caught on the main conveyor
belt. Unlike the radioactive materials though, these animals could simply be dumped back
into the water.

5

Appendix

5.1 Functional Requirements
Table 9 below is the original functional requirements table. The functional
requirements tables earlier in the report are adapted to map functional requirements to
design requirements and features. Some requirements in this table are not included in the
earlier tables because the requirements couldn’t map. This was not possible because some
requirements did not apply directly to the MPH subsystem, and would have to be mapped to a
different subsystem.
Table 9. Functional Requirements
FRED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
DEBRIS HARVESTING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTION
OCEAN GARBAGE
DETECTION

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT

Identify nearby ocean garbage
density

TBD: Within 5m?

Identify general composition of
nearby ocean garbage

TBD: Estimated % plastic vs % wood vs
% metal vs % other

Head towards debris for more
efficient pickup

Autonomously adjust course to denser
areas of detected debris, when 10%
difference detected

Identify nearby wildlife and other
non-garbage in oceans

TBD: To what level of accuracy?
Within 20 meters?

Identify debris too large for FRED
to collect (including ghost nets)

TBD: Within 30 meters, 100% accuracy

Tag debris too large for FRED to
collect (including ghost nets)

TBD: Within 30 meters?

Identify when debris is
encountered and activate

Measure force/weight of debris with
50%? Accuracy; ensure collection
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ID

FRED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
DEBRIS HARVESTING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTION

OCEAN GARBAGE
COLLECTION

OCEAN GARBAGE
STORAGE

OCEAN GARBAGE
OFFLOADING

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
designated collections system

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT
system is turned on and collecting

Collect large pieces of ocean
debris

TBD: Debris sized 1-5m?; up to 300lb?
max weight when saturated with sea
water/life? Max volume?

Collect medium-size pieces of
ocean debris

TBD: Debris sized 0.1-1m?; up to 80lb?
max weight when saturated with sea
water/life? Max volume?

Collect debris down to 5mm

Range of size and weight??

Do not collect over-large debris
for FRED systems

Accuracy of >95% when identifying
debris too large to be harvested

Continuously collect ocean debris

Collection system must be
sustainable, approx. 24/7

Do not collect, as much as
possible, any large, medium or
small marine life (microscopic
bycatch is acceptable)

Absolutely no large marine life (0%),
no medium marine life, need to
define small marine life / i.e.
plankton is acceptable

Store large pieces of ocean
debris

Maximum volume and weight?

Store medium-size pieces of
ocean debris

Maximum volume and weight?

Store small-size pieces of ocean
debris (down to 5mm)

Maximum volume and weight?

Sort stored debris once collected?

Separate debris by material and size

Cleanse stored debris of all sizes?

Remove at least 60%? of biologics
(return to ocean) from debris

Efficiently store debris of all
sizes

Fill all bins to at least 80% capacity
with solid debris before returning to
Mothership

Drain sea water and aerate
gasses in collection bins

Average rate in/created = average
rate out

Detect and quarantine
radioactive debris

Detect 100% of radioactive debris

Enable stored marine debris to
be offloaded in a timely manner

Transfer debris from FRED to
Mothership
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ID

FRED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
DEBRIS HARVESTING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTION

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT

ID

Enable stored marine debris to
be offloaded (TBD: incrementally
or all at once)

5.2 COTS Research
Table 10 below contains links to the COTS products found during early research. Some
of these websites are vendors who could possibly supply, while others are videos that inspired
an original design idea.
Table 10. Original COTS list with websites
COTS Product List
Product
Beach Comber
(Belt with tines)
Tractor
Landscape Rake

Soil Aeration
Rake
Trash collector
boats
Manual Sand or
Weed rakes
Mr. Trash Wheel
Vertical Conveyor
belts
Bucket conveyor
belts
Horizontal
conveyor belts
Belts with rakes
on them

Combine
Harvester

Wheel Rakes

Links/Description
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVZnBNau6qA
https://www.deere.com/en_US/products/equipment/frontier_implements/landsc
ape_equipment/landscape_rakes/landscape_rakes.page
http://www.homedepot.com/p/John-Deere-40-in-Tow-Behind-Thatcherator-TA40JD/100609657?cm_mmc=Shopping%7cTHD%7cG%7c0%7cG-BASE-PLA-D28ILawnMowers%7c&gclid=Cj0KEQjwgJqBRCFqcLW8_DU9agBEiQAz8Koh3lvdt433KiWex9UOhfeqca7IDyeFpM5gr33bO2f_iY
aAkfI8P8HAQ&gclsrc=aw.ds
• http://www.aquarius-systems.com/Pages/54/trash_hunters.aspx
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_r6yauU7XvU&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5l7s6wC50g
http://bistaterubber.com/flexowell-steep-angle-vertical-conveyor-belts/
http://www.nerak-systems.com/conveyors.html
• https://dir.indiamart.com/impcat/heavy-duty-conveyor-belts.html
• http://wccobelt.com/products/
https://www.alibaba.com/showroom/rotary-mechanical-trash-rake-bar-screenmachine.html
• http://www.macdon.com/videos/combining-in-europe
• https://www.deere.com/en/harvesting/draper-platforms/
• https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/windrowers
• https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/harvesting
• https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/wheel-rakesmergers#0
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VxYVpalhaU
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Rotating wall
spikes

Compactor/Baler

Shredder
Trash Rake Hydro/Electirc
Dam
Sea Bin
Vibrating sand
rake/ramp
Sorter
belt/shredder

Recycling/sorting
system

http://www.razorwireuk.com/wall-spikes/
• http://www.norcalcompactors.net/industrial-commercial-balers/
• http://www.norcalcompactors.net/trash-compactors/
• http://www.goltens.com/products-and-systems/marine-waste-compactor
• http://www.kenbay.com/products/rotopac-seapac-marine-compactor/
• https://www.hooverferguson.com/products/wastehandling/compactors.html?_vsrefdom=ppcgoogle&ex=ruy7no-20htem61pr6br1&gclid=Cj0KEQjw7dfKBRCdkKrvmfKtyeoBEiQAch0egTEolN7PpZBQ
HsEZYPy0v5Bg1AyKCJc-dMN0fDyjbTgaAv0t8P8HAQ
• http://greenrockequip.com/grinders/?gclid=Cj0KEQjw7dfKBRCdkKrvmfKty
eoBEiQAch0egUbw8KNxjWnf8Qh_g0NRRhJ9zqOuF_DyoTWOFaR5WPsaAlT8P8HAQ
• https://www.ssiworld.com/en/
• http://weima.com/usa/shredding/?_vsrefdom=ppcgoogle&ex=kd9xx3eep549xc5ry0&gclid=Cj0KEQjw7dfKBRCdkKrvmfKtyeoBEiQAch0egQul4I71YuQ1EI2
4M49NMfmtNpPfyA0p1hLxqC0oJOkaAsRo8P8HAQ

http://alpinemachine.com/alpine-machine-hydro-trash-rake-videos/
http://samanthagouldson.com/how-does-the-seabin-work/
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J96qxqIQn0
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJsxkS-1gO8
http://aeiscreens.com/solutions/eco-star/?gclid=Cj0KEQjwv_fKBRCG8a3aoOQuZ8BEiQAvpHp6HJIirUjqbJ_3zHczHqTdzeKOLVXGOW38DoHD87aZDkaAvbo8P8
HAQ
• http://www.popsci.com/technology/article/2013-07/how-it-worksrecycling-machines-separate-junk-type#page-2
• http://www.cpmfg.com/recycling-equipment/recycling-sortingequipment/

5.3 Vendor Information
Conveyor belt vendors were contacted in the hope for expert advice, and options with
available products. A standardized letter was developed to contact these vendors, which is
shown below.
Hello,
My name is Nick Hanslin. I am a naval architect at Clear Blue Sea, a startup robotics company in
San Diego, CA. We are designing a large, unmanned, autonomous vessel to collect floating plastic debris
from the Pacific Gyres in an effort to clean up our oceans. This summer we are focused on marine robot
prototype design for peer review, then development and test in 2018.
I am reaching out because we have assessed that your conveyor belt products have the potential to
meet our system functional requirements for garbage collection at sea. We would like your
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recommendations on which of your products might be most aligned to operating in an ocean
environment. We also value any advice or ideas you may have, especially with regard to materials.
More specific information about our design is attached for your review.
Please let us know how you price your customized conveyor belts, whether estimations are based on
belt price per yard or on a firm-fixed price basis. If you would prefer to have a phone discussion on our
assessment of conveyor belts for harvesting marine debris, we would be more than happy to do that.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Please feel to reach us at our engineering offices via
nhanslin@clearbluesea.org or call 516-595-9652. For an overview of our startup, please take a look at
our website at www.clearbluesea.org.
Nick

Clear Blue Sea Marine Robot Design Considerations:
Our concept is that we will have a fleet of our marine robots on garbage collection duty in the Pacific,
dumping their “harvests” at a large freighter we refer to as the Mother Ship. For our marine robot
architecture, we believe that conveyor belts meet many of our system functional requirements to
remove floating garbage from the ocean and transfer to onboard bins.
The conveyor belt will enable our marine robot to harvest marine debris from tiny microplastic
fragments at 5mm to larger debris meters of length. To be effective, our marine robots will likely be a
large catamaran-based architecture at 50 – 100 feet wide and long. We expect the conveyor belts to be
anywhere from 10 – 30 feet wide, with possible multiple belts that are operating side by side. For any
recommended conveyor belts you produce, we would expect that we would order a custom version for
our purposes, which might require minimal modifications or might require more significant changes.
Here are additional design considerations:
•
•

The garbage collection system will be able to gather plastics from 5mm to 3+ meters in size
We envision the belts to have 5mm perforations so that seawater can drain through, but the
5mm particles will still be captured.
• The belt will either have tines, or ridges, to catch larger objects and prevent them from rolling
down the sloped belt.
• The belts will reach a few meters under the water to reach both floating plastic, and submerged
plastic
• The belts will most likely operate at a low speed
• The system should minimize risk to wildlife
• The system should minimize entanglement with overly large fishing nets
• The system should be durable. Ideally it could minimize damage from encounters with objects
too large for it to collect, such as shipping containers.
If you are currently providing conveyor belts for operation in fresh or salt waters, we would be
interested to hear about those applications. Since we are in the R&D phase of our engineering life cycle,
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we will be testing multiple conveyor belt designs to assess their respective functional strengths and
weaknesses.
The vendors on this website were not contacted because they only had belts with tines
on them: https://www.alibaba.com/showroom/rotary-mechanical-trash-rake-bar-screenmachine.html. Below are the links to conveyor belt vendor websites that were contacted,
but never responded.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://bistaterubber.com/flexowell-steep-angle-vertical-conveyor-belts/
http://www.nerak-systems.com/conveyors.html
http://wccobelt.com/products/
http://www.leggbelting.com/pages/industrial-belting/industrial-belting_en.html
http://www.glbelt.com/
http://www.greenrubber.com/contact.html
http://www.titanconveyors.com/contact-us/thank-you
o Titan replied, only to say that they were not interested.
http://www.conveyorbelt.com/contact-us/

The following list contains vendors who responded to the outreach. In the sub-bullets are the
important details of their response.
•

•

https://gkdusa.com/process-belts/
o The contact person is Lindy Swan, lindys@gkdusa.com, 410-901-8431
o They can provide belts up to 20’ wide, and they can provide completely
customizable cleats. Cleating, in the belting industry, is what we have been
referring to as attachable ridges.
o Belts can either be friction/tension driven, which means the belt is tightly
wrapped around the drive shaft, or they can be positively driven, which means
they have some sort of track which drives it, and the belt can be under less
tension.
o Synthetic woven belts are cheaper, but they must be kept out of sunlight. 316
Stainless Steel belts are also an option.
o The belt meshes can be either a linear screen, with 5mm openings, or tightly
woven, with 5 micron openings.
o Their belts are all designed using the metric system.
o They are sending us a package with belt samples, and spec sheets.
http://www.miprcorp.com/conveyor-belts/
o The contact person is Henry Lee, info@miprcorp.com
o They recommend a 118” wide plastic woven belt. They say polyester is
cheaper than, and ¼ the weight of a similar 316 Stainless Steel belt. A plastic
belt also has more cleating options than a comparable steel one, with a
maximum of 6” tall cleat. A plastic belt is 2000 lbs per inch of belt width.
o They sent us samples of the plastic woven belt, and the steel woven belt, as
well as a picture of the steel cleat bolting mechanism.
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o

•

•

The spec sheet for the plastic belt is as shown:

http://www.sparksbelting.com/contact
o The contact person is Don Price, donprice.sparksbelting@gmail.com, 909-2294408
o Don lives near San Diego, so he said he would reach out when he is coming to
the area, so he can meet with us in person.
https://www.apache-inc.com/CMS/apache.nsf/weblinks/AHBD-9PMPQB?open
o The contact person is Mike Handy, 602-469-2302
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